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Abstract
Many real world systems exhibit a quasi linear or weakly nonlinear behav-
ior during normal operation, and a hard saturation effect for high peaks of
the input signal. In this paper, a methodology to identify a parsimonious
discrete-time nonlinear state space model (NLSS) for the nonlinear dynam-
ical system with relatively short data record is proposed. The capability
of the NLSS model structure is demonstrated by introducing two different
initialisation schemes, one of them using multivariate polynomials. In addi-
tion, a method using first-order information of the multivariate polynomials
and tensor decomposition is employed to obtain the parsimonious decoupled
representation of the set of multivariate real polynomials estimated during
the identification of NLSS model. Finally, the experimental verification of
the model structure is done on the cascaded water-benchmark identification
problem.
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1. Introduction
There is an evident need of good system modelling techniques in many
branches of engineering. Mathematical (linear or nonlinear) models are
needed in various applications, for example, to understand and analyse the
system under test, to simulate or predict the behavior of the system during
the design phase or to design and implement a controller. System identifica-
tion provides us with a variety of methods to derive accurate mathematical
descriptions of the underlying system, based on a set of input/output mea-
surements. Amount and quality of data plays an important role in any system
identification framework. In some cases, increasing the measurement time is
either not possible for example, when the input cannot be chosen and the
system is unstable, the output can be exponentially growing. This essen-
tially restricts the measurement time. Similarly, a major challenge is present
in the study of systems whose behavior varies nonlinearly with time or task,
resulting in small data records, or data that can be considered stationary for
only short periods of time.
1.1. Nonlinear System Identification
The recent years have witnessed the shift from linear system identification
[1, 2, 3] to nonlinear system identification methods, driven by the need to
capture the inherent nonlinear effects of real-life systems [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Non-
linear system identification constantly faces the challenge of deciding between
the complexity of the fitted model and its parsimony. Flexibility refers to
the ability of the model to capture complex nonlinearities, while parsimony
is its ability to possess a low number of parameters.
A general framework for nonlinear system identification does not exist [9],
however, modeling nonlinear systems is covered in different fields like statis-
tical learning and machine learning [10, 11, 12, 13, 14], but most of these
methods are typically not specifically developed to deal with dynamics and
often have limited means for dealing with noise. Within the system identi-
fication community two major approaches to nonlinear system identification
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can be distinguished: black-box nonlinear system identification [15, 16, 17]
and block-oriented system identification [18, 19].
State-space models are general representations that allow one to describe
a variety of systems. In particular, nonlinear state-space modeling represents
a promising, and at the same time challenging, class of techniques. In this
paper, we focus mainly on black-box identification of nonlinear state space
model (NLSS) structures [20, 21].
The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a data-driven non-
linear modelling methodology based on the initialisation methods proposed
by [20, 22] and the decoupling method proposed by [23], for the identifica-
tion of nonlinear state-space models for the cascaded water-tanks benchmark
problem [24]. The effect of various factors affecting the suitability and the
performance of these methods to capture the dynamical behaviour of the
cascaded water-tanks benchmark problem is also discussed.
This paper is organised in the following Sections: Section 2 describes an
example of weakly nonlinear system i.e. cascaded water-tanks benchmark,
identification challenges associated with this benchmark problem. Section
2.1 gives an introduction to the experimental set-up. Thereafter the mea-
surement methodology used for the acquisition of the signals is discussed.
Section 3 describes the nonlinear modelling approach using the NLSS model
structures used in this paper. The identification of NLSS model along with
two different initialisation schemes is described Section 4. Section 5 pro-
vides an overview of the final objective functions, which are minimised using
two different initialisation schemes. The method to obtain the parsimonious
representation of Polynomial Nonlinear State Space model is presented in
Section 6. Results are presented in Section 7, and finally, the conclusions are
given in Section 8.
2. Cascaded Water Tanks System
The cascaded tanks system is a liquid level control system consisting of
two tanks with free outlets fed by a pump. The input signal controls a water
pump that pumps the water from a reservoir into the upper water tank. The
water of the upper water tank flows through a small opening into the lower
water tank, and finally through a small opening from the lower water tank
back into the reservoir. The relation between 1. the water flowing from the
upper tank to the lower tank and 2. the water flowing from the lower tank
into the reservoir are weakly nonlinear functions.
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Figure 1: The water is pumped from a reservoir in the upper tank, flows to the lower
tank and finally flows back into the reservoir. The input is the pump voltage, the output
is the water level of the lower tank.
However, when the amplitude of the input signal is too large, an overflow
can happen in the upper tank, and with a delay also in the lower tank. When
the upper tank overflows, a part of the water goes into the lower tank, the
rest flows directly into the reservoir. This effect is partly stochastic, hence
it acts as an input-dependent process noise source. Without considering the
overflow effect, the following input-output model can be constructed based
on Bernoulli’s principle and conservation of mass [24]:
x˙1(t) = −k1
√
x1(t) + k4u(t) + w1(t),
x˙2(t) = k2
√
x1(t)− k3
√
x2(t) + w2(t),
y(t) = x2(t) + e(t) (1)
where u(t) is the input signal, x1(t) and x2(t) are the states of the system,
w1(t), w2(t) and e(t) are the additive noise sources and k1, k2, k3, and k4 are
the constants depending on the system properties.
2.1. Measurement Set-up
In this section, we describe the measurement set-up and data acquisition
procedure which was employed to acquire the input-output signals from the
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Figure 2: Input (a,c) and output (b,d) signals of the estimation (blue) and test (red) data
records in the time (a,b) and frequency (c,d) domain.
benchmark system. The input signals are multisine signals which are defined
as:
ums(t) =
kmax∑
k=1
A(k) cos(k 2 pi
fs
N
t+ ϕk) (2)
where fmax = kmax fsN = 0.0144 Hz. The period length of the excitation
signal is 1024 points, the lowest frequencies have a higher amplitude then
the higher frequencies ([24], see figure 2). The sample period Ts is equal to
4s. The input signals are zero-order hold input signals.
The process is controlled from a Matlab interface to the A/D and D/A
converters attached to the water level sensor and the pump actuator. The
water level is measured using capacitive water level sensors, the measured
output signals have a signal-to-noise ratio that is close to 40 dB. The water
level sensors are considered to be part of the system, they are not calibrated
and can introduce an extra source of nonlinear behavior. The system states
have an unknown initial value at the start of the measurements. This un-
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known state is the same for both the estimation and the test data record.
2.2. Identification Challenges
The major nonlinear system identification challenges associated with the
water-tanks benchmark are: 1. the hard saturation nonlinearity combined
with the weakly nonlinear behavior of the system in normal operation, 2. the
overflow from the upper to the lower tank, this effect also introduces input
dependent process noise, 3. the relatively short estimation data record, 4. the
unknown initial values of the states.
3. Generic Nonlinear State Space Model Structure
A physical interpretation of the system under test is not always required,
for instance in control or prediction problems. In that case, the user prefers
an easy-to-initialise black-box model. Moreover, the model should preferably
be able to describe Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems in a
compact way. A good base for such a model is a state space representation
of the system under consideration. A general nth order discrete-time state
space model is described by the following equations:
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t), u(t))
y(t) = g(x(t), u(t)) (3)
with u(t) ∈ Rnu the vector containing the nu inputs at time t, and y(t) ∈ Rny
the vector containing the ny outputs. The state vector x(t) ∈ Rn represents
the memory of the dynamical system.
3.1. Polynomial Nonlinear State Space Model
A nonlinear state space model (where f(·), g(·) are approximated by poly-
nomial basis functions) is termed as a Polynomial Nonlinear State-Space
(PNLSS) model. The PNLSS model structure [20] is described as:
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Eζ(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + Fη(t) + e(t) (4)
The coefficients of the linear terms in x(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ Rnu are given by
the matrices A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×nu in the state equation, C ∈ Rny×n and
D ∈ Rny×nu in the output equation. The vectors ζ(t) ∈ Rnζ and η(t) ∈ Rnη
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contain nonlinear monomials in x(t) and u(t) of degree two up to a chosen
degree d and e(t) is the measurement noise. The coefficients associated with
these nonlinear terms are given by the matrices E ∈ Rn×nζ and F ∈ Rny×nη .
3.2. Nonlinear State Space Model-2
Another way (hereinafter termed as NLSS2) of describing the nonlinear
state space model structure in (3) is by describing it in the form as described
in [25]:
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + fNL(x(t), u(t))
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + gNL(x(t), u(t)) + e(t) (5)
where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×nu in the state equation, C ∈ Rny×n and
D ∈ Rny×nu in the output equation. The nonlinear functions fNL(•) and
gNL(•) have n and ny outputs respectively. The next section discusses the
steps involved in the identification of PNLSS and NLSS2 models from input-
output measurements
3.3. Identification of the NLSS
Here, we describe first the work-flow associated with the identification
of NLSS model structure. The overall identification workflow for different
NLSS model structures described in this paper consists of the steps shown
in figure 3. The structure of the black-box NLSS model given in (4) or (5)
lends itself to an efficient, four major steps identification procedure.
1. First, initial estimates of the A,B,C and D matrices are obtained. In
order to do so, first, a nonparametric estimate of the system’s frequency
response function (FRF) is determined in mean square sense. Then, a
parametric linear model (linear subspace A,B,C,D matrices) is esti-
mated from this nonparametric Best Linear Approximation (BLA).
2. Thereafter depending on the model structure used, the model is ini-
tialised either with an estimate of only the linear subspace A,B,C,D
matrices (PNLSS model structure) or A,B,C,D along with an estimate
of nonlinear functions fNL and gNL (NLSS2 model structure).
3. Finally, the last step consists in estimating the full nonlinear model by
using again a nonlinear search routine namely the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [26, 27].
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Figure 3: Workflow of the identification procedure for different NLSS model structure
4. Once the PNLSS model is obtained, then a decoupled representation of
the multivariate polynomials in state and output equations is obtained
(in a static dimensionality reduction step), before plugging back the
decoupled representation into the model structure and doing the final
optimisation (see the red arrows in Fig. 3).
Algorithmic work flow for the four steps described above is shown in
Figure. 4.It should be noted that bounded input-bounded output (BIBO)
stability is required for this optimization procedure. Note that the proposed
approach targets systems for which the dynamics can be captured by the
BLA and systems that are assumed to have only one equilibrium point. In
the subsections below, these steps as well as the framework involved in these
steps are described briefly.
3.3.1. Best Linear Approximation
Definition 1. The Best Linear Approximation (BLA) of a nonlinear system
is defined as the model G belonging to the set of linear models G, such that
GBLA = argmin
G∈G
E
(|y(t)−Gu(t)|2) (6)
8
Figure 4: Algorithmic work flow of the identification procedure.
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Within the above described set up, the nonparametric BLA and the vari-
ance of the BLA (σ2GBLA) can be calculated very efficiently in mean square
sense, using either the Fast or the Robust method explained in [2], or the
Local Polynomial Method (LPM) [2, 28].
3.3.2. Parametric BLA
A parametric model is more convenient for simulation and control pur-
poses. It offers extra opportunities to better understand the system be-
haviour using the pole-zero representation. Hence, our next goal is to obtain
a parametric model of the system under consideration. Thus, using the non-
parametric FRF estimate (GBLA) and its variance (σ2GBLA), which is found
in the previous step using the LPM approach [2, 28], we make a paramet-
ric model of our system by solving a weighted least squares problem. This
model (discrete-time) describes the system as a rational transfer function.
The model considered here is a rational function in the backward shift oper-
ator q−1:
GˆBLA(q, θtf ) =
b0 + b1q
−1 + b2q−2 + ......+ bnbq
−nb
a0 + a1q−1 + a2q−2 + ......+ anaq−na
, (7)
The parameter vector θtf ∈ R(nb+na+2)×1 contains the parameters [a0, a1, . . . ,
ana , b0, b1, . . . , bnb ]
T . Since one parameter can be chosen freely because of the
scaling invariance of the transfer function, only nb + na + 1 independent
parameters need to be estimated by minimizing a nonlinear weighted least
squares (NLWLS) cost function:
Vtf (θtf ) =
F∑
k=1
|GBLA(ejωk)− GˆBLA(ejωk , θtf )|2
σ2BLA(e
jωk)
, (8)
whereGBLA(ejωk) is the frequency domain representation of (7) and σ2BLA(ejωk)
includes both noise and nonlinear distortion. The order of the parametric
model in (7) can for example be determined using a signal theoretic measure
such as the minimum description length (MDL) criterion (see pp. no. 439 of
[2]). This NLWLS framework also guarantees the lowest possible uncertainty
on the model parameters, i.e. the efficiency of the estimates [2].
By using the function Balreal from the Control System Toolbox of MAT-
LAB [29], a balanced state space realization Gss = (A,B,CandD) for the
stable portion of the linear system GˆBLA(q, θtf ) is calculated. For stable
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systems, this is an equivalent realization for which the controllability and
observability Gramians are equal and diagonal [30, 31]. The resulting esti-
mate of the state space matrices are AˆBLA, BˆBLA, CˆBLA and DˆBLA, which is
then used further in the PNLSS model structure for the initialisation of the
linear part.
4. Initialisation of the NLSS model
As explained earlier, the main difference between the two approaches
discussed in Section 3 lies in the way, in which the full model structure in
equations (3) is initialised. In this section, we give an overview of the two
different approaches followed in this paper.
4.1. Initialisation approach I
In the first approach, the linear part of the PNLSS model structure (4) is
initialised using the BLA i.e the AˆBLA, BˆBLA, CˆBLA, DˆBLA matrices obtained
in the previous step. The coefficients of matrices E and F are initialised as
numerical value 0, but it is possible to select which of these coefficients are
free during the final optimisation step by selecting e.g. either all, none or no
cross-terms.
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Eζ(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + Fη(t) + e(t) (9)
PNLSS-I Model (Estimation of Initial State x0)
For both periodic and non-periodic excitations, there are two ways to
estimate explicitly the initial state x0 either to include it as an extra param-
eter in the final Levenberg-Marquardt optimization step of the full PNLSS
model (step 3 in Section 3.3) or to estimate the initial conditions x0, an extra
column in the state space matrix B and an extra value 1 in the input vector
is included (as the ordinary model parameters) [22].
In this case study, we include x0 as an extra parameter to be optimised
along with other parameters. Hereinafter whenever the initial condition is
explicitly estimated, then the model is termed as PNLSS-I. For both PNLSS
and PNLSS-I, we choose a 3rd order model and the polynomial degrees up-to
3.
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4.2. Initialisation approach II
If the state sequence x(t) would be exactly known, the problem of ob-
taining a nonlinear model could be solved much more easily by estimating f
and g individually and as static mappings [25]. As the state sequence is not
available in practice, one would like to obtain an approximation of x(t) to be
able to obtain initial estimates of fNL and gNL. Hence the first step in this
approach is to obtain an initial estimate of the state sequence x(t).
4.2.1. Estimation of xLS
Based on the obtained linear model Gss, and on the set of available data
{u(t), y(t)Nt=1} , an approximation of the (unknown) states x(t) is obtained.
If this can be done reliably, it is possible to solve an approximate version of
(3), eliminating the recursion in the state equation. An estimate of the states
xˆLS(t) is obtained by solving the following regularised least squares problem
[25] for t = 1, 2....., N :
xˆLS(t) = argmin
x(t)
∑
t
(y(t)− CˆBLAx(t))2 (10)
+ λ
∑
t
(x(t+ 1)− AˆBLAx(t)− BˆBLAu(t))2
= argmin
x(t)
Ey + λEx
The first term Ey of the cost function represents the data fit, while the second
term Ex represents the linear model fit; λ is the tradeoff parameter that needs
to be tuned to change the emphasis given on the two criteria. By tuning λ, a
deviation from the linear state (resulting from the BLA estimates) is allowed.
In practice, the optimal value of λ is chosen such that a given performance
criterion is optimized.
The choice of λ depends on the application and the final cost function. In
practice, λ can be learned by cross-validation. In this work, several initialised
models resulting from different choices of λ are compared, and the value
of λ minimising the RMSE between the initialised model output and the
measured output (for the validation data set) is selected. For an overview
of the various factors (e.g. trade-off parameter λ and number of neurons)
affecting the performance of this model structure, the readers are referred
to [32]. Alternatively, a Kalman Filter formulation can also be used for the
initialisation that would change the approximation slightly.
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4.2.2. Estimation of functions fNL and gNL
Once the estimate xˆLS(t)
N
t=1 of the unknown state sequence is available,
one obtains the following approximate static problem:
xˆLS(t+ 1) = f(xˆLS(t), u(t)) + rLS(t)
= AˆBLAxˆLS(t) + BˆBLAu(t)
+ fNL(xˆLS(t), u(t)) + rLS(t) (11)
y(t) = g(xˆLS(t), u(t)) + eLS(t)
= CˆBLAxˆLS(t) + DˆBLAu(t)
+ gNL(xˆLS(t), u(t)) + eLS(t) (12)
where rLS(t) and eLS(t) are error terms resulting from the fact that here
the approximated state sequence is introduced in the problem. Equations
(11) and (12) represent two static regression problems that can be solved
independently employing simple regression methods. Note that at this stage,
the recursion in the state equation is not present anymore, since the state
sequence is now assumed to be known. Therefore, both functions fNL and
gNL can be estimated as basis function expansions.
The choice of basis functions is user defined and application dependent.
User is free to select any smooth basis functions like neural networks, support
vector machines, splines etc. for the estimation. Here we use the neural-
networks with Nn = 2 hidden layer neurons and sigmoid nonlinear function.
These choices are inspired by the fact that the knowledge of model structure
as well as nonlinearities can be extracted from (1).
5. Identification of full NLSS
In the last step, the coefficients of both the linear and the nonlinear terms
in (4) are identified. This problem can either be solved in frequency domain
or time domain. In order to keep the estimates of the model parameters un-
biased it is assumed that the input u(t) of the model in Section 3 is noiseless,
i.e., it is observed without any errors and it is independent of the output
noise. It is worth noting that this assumption is violated in the cascaded
water-tanks benchmark problem.
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5.1. PNLSS model
A weighted least squares approach (in frequency domain) will be em-
ployed. The Weighted Least Squares (WLS) cost function that needs to be
minimized with respect to the parameter θNL = [vecT (A), vecT (B), vecT (C),
vecT (D), vecT (E), vecT (F )]T is given by:
VWLS(θNL) =
Nt∑
k=1
|Ymod(jωk, θNL)− Y (jωk)|2
W (jωk)
(13)
where Nt is the total number of selected frequencies. Ymod and Y are the
DFTs of the modelled output and the measured output, respectively. Because
in nonlinear systems, model errors often dominate the disturbing noise, we
put the weighting factor W (jωk) = 1. Only if the model errors are below
the noise level, W (jωk) can be put equal to the noise variance σn2(jωk).
Furthermore, model error (jωk, θNL) ∈ Cny is defined as
(jωk, θNL) = Ymod(jωk, θNL)− Y (jωk). (14)
5.2. NLSS2 model
For the final optimisation of the model structure in (5), the following cost
function is solved, where the θNL now also contains the parameters of the
basis functions fNL and gNL.
VLS(θNL2) =
1
N
N∑
t=1
(y(t)− yˆ(t, θNL2))2 (15)
6. Finding a Parsimonious Representation
Although PNLSS models (see Section 5) are very capable to capture many
nonlinear effects, one of the main disadvantages of the PNLSS model struc-
ture is that the number of parameters grow combinatorially with the poly-
nomial degree and the number of variables (both in inputs and states). It
can be verified [20] that the total number of coefficients of nonlinear terms
is given by (
(n+ nu + d)!
d ! (n+ nu)!
− (n+ nu)
)
× (n+ ny), (16)
where it is assumed that ζ and η contain the same monomials, and both con-
stants and linear terms are discarded. This is very disadvantageous especially
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in the case of short data records as it can lead to over-fitting or identifiabil-
ity issues. Hence, in order to find a parsimonious representation of the full
PNLSS model which contain multivariate polynomials Eη(t) and Fζ(t), in
this section, we use the method proposed by [23] to decouple multivariate
polynomials in the PNLSS model into univariate polynomials.
The decoupling method of [23] computes a decoupled representation (see
Fig. 5) of the coupled multivariate polynomials by means of the canoni-
cal polyadic decomposition (CPD) of a 3-dimensional matrix or tensor (see
[33, 34, 35]). The advantage of this decoupling lies in the fact that it reduces
the number of parameters to be estimated by removing the cross-terms in the
multivariate polynomials. Later, the equivalent univariate parisimonious rep-
resentation of the multivariate polynomials is plugged back into the PNLSS
model structure to be further optimised w.r.t the output error.
6.1. A decoupled PNLSS model
The polynomial decoupling method results in a new polynomial nonlinear
state-space as
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Wxg
(
V T
[
x(t)
u(t)
])
,
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) +Wyg
(
V T
[
x(t)
u(t)
])
, (17)
where Wx and Wy are the linear transformation matrices for transforming
the nonlinear polynomial functions in the PNLSS equation and V is the
transformation matrix for transforming states and inputs. For completeness
of this section, here we describe briefly the algorithm of [23] using the notation
of the PNLSS model.
Notice that the procedure of Section 5 results in an n+1 to n multivariate
polynomial vector function (represented by E) as well as an n + 1 to ny
multivariate polynomial vector function (represented by F ). From here on,
we treat them jointly as a single n + ny to n + 1 multivariate polynomial
vector function as
f(x(t), u(t)) =
[
Eζ(x(t), u(t))
Fη(x(t), u(t))
]
, (18)
where p is a function that maps n+1 variables to n+ny outputs. Furthermore,
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Decoupling 𝐸 and 𝐹
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Figure 5: The outcome of the decoupling procedure. A multivariate polynomial vector
function is decomposed into a linear transformation V , followed by a set of parallel uni-
variate polynomials g1, . . . , gr, and another linear transformation W . Illustration courtesy
[23]
let the vector s be defined as
s =
[
x(t)
u(t)
]
, (19)
where s ∈ R(n+nu)×1. We denote by f(s) the original multivariate polynomial
function, which is decoupled into r univariate polynomials as
f(s) = Wg(V T s), (20)
where
g
(
V T s
)
=

g1(s˜1)
g2(s˜2)
...
gr(s˜r),
 , (21)
with the univariate functions g1(s˜1), . . . , gr(s˜r) operating on the transformed
variables s˜i = vTi s and the functions gi have a fixed user-chosen degree d.
Fig. 5 shows the result of the decoupling algorithm. Corresponding to the
definition of s, the matrix W is defined as
W =
[
Wx
Wy
]
, (22)
such that [
Eζ(x(t), u(t))
Fη(x(t), u(t))
]
=
[
Wx
Wy
]
g
(
V T
[
x(t)
u(t)
])
. (23)
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The decoupling method of [23] relies on the fact that the Jacobian of p is
given by the expression:
J(s) = W diag(g′1(v
T
i s), . . . , g
′
r(v
T
r s))V
T , (24)
where vi denotes the ith column of V . By considering (24) in a set of sampling
points s(k), the question of finding the transformation matrices V and W
amounts to solving a simultaneous matrix diagonalization problem, which is
essentially what the CPD computes.
݊ + 1
݊ + 1
ܰ =
܄܂ݎ
݊ + 1	܅݊ + 1
ݎ
ݎ
ݎ
	۶
܄܂ݎ
݊ + 1	܅݊ + 1
ݎ
ݎ
ݎ
=
ݎ
ݎ
܄܂ݎ
݊ + 1	܅݊ + 1
ݎ
	۶
ݎ
=
 + 	 ⋅	⋅	⋅ 	+ ܐ૚
 ܟ૚  ܞ૚
 ܐ࢘
 ܞ࢘ ܟ࢘
=
Figure 6: Decoupling multivariate polynomials is done by collecting the Jacobian matrices
in a set of sampling points and stacking them into a 3D tensor. The simultaneous matrix
diagonalisation of the Jacobian matrices is equivalent to the CPD of this 3D tensor, and
returns the transformation matrices V, W and information about the internal functions
g`. Illustration courtesy [23]
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6.2. Summary of decoupling algorithm
The decoupling algorithm is adopted from [23] and is briefly summarized
here.
1. The Jacobian of the polynomial vector function p is evaluated in a set
of Ns sampling points s(k), for k = 1, 2, . . . Ns, which are drawn from a
random normal distribution.
2. The Jacobian matrices are stacked into an (n + ny) × (n + nu) × Ns
tensor (see Fig. 6). We have thus
Jijk =
∂pi(s
(k)
j )
∂sj
. (25)
3. This tensor is decoupled using the CPD as follows (also see Fig. 6)
31
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
𝐡𝟏
𝐰𝟏
𝐯𝟏
𝐡𝒓
𝐯𝒓𝐰𝒓
≈
𝑛 + 1
𝑛 + 1
𝑁
Jijk ≈
r∑
`=1
wi` vj` hk`, (26)
where W and V follow immediately from the CPD and
hk` = g`
′(s˜(k)` ), (27)
is the derivative of the univariate function g` evaluated in sampling
points s˜(k)` , for k = 1, . . . , Ns.
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4. For the `th branch g′`(s˜`), we solve the following polynomial fitting
(s˜
(1)
i )
1 (s˜
(1)
i )
2 · · · (s˜(1)i )d−1
(s˜
(2)
i )
1 (s˜
(2)
i )
2 · · · (s˜(2)i )d−1
...
...
(s˜
(N)
i )
1 (s˜
(Ns)
i )
2 · · · (s˜(Ns)i )d−1

 c
′
i,2
...
c′i,d−1
 =

h1i
h2i
...
hNsi
 , (28)
leading to the coefficients of g′`.
5. Solving the symbolic integration
g`(s˜`) =
∫
g′`(s˜`)ds˜`, (29)
determines the functions g` up to the correct value of the integration
constants. Notice that, the constant and linear terms are not considered
in g`(s˜`).
The result of this algorithm is a decoupled nonlinear state space model
with (2n + nu + ny + d) × r nonlinear parameters. Notice that the number
of parameters now increases linearly with the degree as opposed to the com-
binatorial increase for the multivariate polynomials in (16). This decoupled
model can be used as an initialization for further tuning V , W and the co-
efficients of the g` in order to minimize the output error. Furthermore, the
degree d of the nonlinearity can now be increased to capture the nonlinear
effects without having to estimate a large number of parameters.
7. Results
The results of the identification procedures described in Section 3.3 are
presented herein using the benchmark data. The performance of the different
model structures is judged based on the following figure of merit.
eRMSt =
√√√√ 1
Nt
Nt∑
t=1
(ymod(t)− y(t))2 (30)
where ymod is the modeled output, yt is the output provided in the test
dataset, Nt is the total number of points in yt.
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7.1. Comparison
Table 1 shows the comparison between various parameters and hyper-
parameters which are associated with different nonlinear model structures
explained above.
Table 1: Parameters of different nonlinear model structures
Model Final optimisation parameters Hyper-parameters
BLA A,B,C,D None
PNLSS A,B,C,D,E,F None
PNLSS-I A,B,C,D,E,F,x0 None
PNLSS-IDEC A,B,C,D,x0,V,W, r, coeff. of g1 · · · gr Ns, s(k), d
NLSS2 A,B,C,D, fNL, gNL λ, Nn, bias and weights
Two different investigations were performed to study the effect of var-
ious factors on performance of the proposed models. For the comparison
between BLA and PNLSS model, the benchmark estimation dataset was fur-
ther divided into model estimation (Model Est = 70% of Nest = 1024 data
points) and model validation (Model Val = 30% of Nest = 1024 data points)
datasets, whereas the benchmark validation dataset was used as the model
test (Model Test = Nval = 1024 data points) dataset. For comparison be-
tween the different nonlinear model structures original benchmark dataset
was used.
For the estimation of PNLSS and PNLSS-I models, a model order 3 was
selected and the degrees of polynomial basis functions in the state and out-
put equations were set upto degree 3. Similarly for the PLNSS-IDEC model
structure model order was kept fixed at 3 and 500 numbers of random data
points were selected to obtain the first order information. The number of
internal univariate functions was fixed at 5. For the NLSS2 model structure
along with keeping the order of linear part fixed at 3, the neural-networks
with 2 hidden layer neurons and sigmoid nonlinear function were selected to
reconstruct the nonlinear functions fNL and gNL.
7.2. Discussion
Table 2 shows the comparison between the BLA and the PNLSS model on
the model estimation, model validation and model test datasets respectively.
Table 4 shows the comparison between different nonlinear models namely
the PNLSS-I, the PNLSS-IDEC and the NLSS2 on the original benchmark
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Table 2: Comparison of the BLA and the PNLSS model
BLA PNLSS
No. of parameters NθBLA = 16 NθPNLSS = 131
Model Est 0.54708 0.1133
Model Val 0.75743 0.75063
Model Test 0.75331 0.69737
Table 3: Effect of estimation data and polynomial degree in state equation on the PNLSS-I
Pds = 2 Pds = 2, 3
Estimation data length = 500
Model Est 0.044729 0.018701
Model Val 0.86985 0.87438
Model Test 0.66801 0.66404
Estimation data length = 600
Model Est 0.046441 0.020913
Model Val 0.88059 0.83852
Model Test 0.67691 0.75611
Estimation data length = 700
Model Est 0.041328 0.021346
Model Val 0.75957 0.74075
Model Test 0.47088 0.64381
Table 4: Comparison of the nonlinear models
PNLSS-I PNLSS-IDEC NLSS2
No. of parameters NθPNLSS−I = 132 NθPNLSS−IDEC = 84 NθNLSS2 = 71
Benchmark Est 0.032393 0.0324 0.1165
Benchmark Val 0.44984 0.4972 0.3433
dataset. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the outputs of the PNLSS-I and
the NLSS2 models with respect to the output provided in the benchmark
validation dataset in time domain.
From Table 2, it is evident that the PNLSS model performs better than
the BLA on the model estimation dataset whereas its performance on the
model validation and model test datasets is quite similar to the BLA, which
point towards the case of overfitting. From Table 4 it can be easily observed
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Figure 7: Comparison of the best PNLSS-I and the NLSS2 models on the validation
dataset
Figure 8: Comparison of PNLSS-I and PNLSS-IDEC models on the validation dataset
that the PNLSS-I model performance is better than the BLA. This is to
be expected because PNLSS-I model structure has larger number of data
points (full benchmark estimation dataset i.e. N = 1024 data points) for the
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model identification and it estimates the initial state x0 explicitly. But its
performance degrades on the benchmark validation dataset too. From Tables
2 and 4 it is also clear that, along with larger estimation dataset, once the
effect of the initial conditions is taken into account during the identification
procedure, the performance of PNLSS-I is also better than the PNLSS model.
In the PNLSS model, it is assumed that we start with zero initial conditions
and this assumption is violated in the cascaded water-tanks benchmark.
Table 3 shows the effect of changing the number of estimation data points
and the polynomial degree Pds in the state equation (4) on the performance
of the PNLSS-I model. For this test the benchmark estimation dataset was
further divided into 500, 600, and 700 data points for the estimation of the
PNLSS-I models and the length of validation data points are then 524, 424,
and 324 respectively. Although there is no clear visible trend which can be
observed from Table 3, but comparing the results on the estimation and test
data, it seems that the model with quadratic and cubic terms overfits, but
on the validation data, the model with quadratic and cubic terms performs
better than the model with only quadratic terms.
Figure 8 shows the comparison between PNLSS-I model and PNLSS-
IDEC model. It can also be seen from Table 4 that the PNLSS-IDEC model
performance on the estimation set remains similar but on the validation
dataset it degrades slightly. One of the main reasons for this behavior can
be attributed to the fact that the random initialisation of sample points (as
well as number of sample points) to obtain the first order information of the
multivariate polynomial nonlinear function affects the performance of the
decoupled model structure on the validation set.
Furthermore the number and the degrees of the internal polynomial uni-
variate function also will have an influence on the final output error of the
model structure. Even though in the decoupled model, the number of pa-
rameters have been reduced to 84, in this particular benchmark, the number
of data points were limited to 1024, therefore the possibility to choose the
degrees of freedom w.r.t above mentioned variables was very limited, hence
the performance of PNLSS-IDEC model structure could not be improved fur-
ther. For a fair comparison and evaluation of different parameters on the
performance of PNLSS-IDEC , the readers are kindly referred to [36]
In the context of this benchmark, NLSS2 model performance is best on the
full benchmark validation dataset (see Table 4). One reason could be due to
its better generalisation performance (i.e. less chance of over-fitting because
it has less number of parameters ≈ 71 as compared to PNLSS or PNLSS-I
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≈ 131 parameters. NLSS2 model structure also offers the possibility to use
different basis functions to estimate the nonlinearities in the system as it can
be decoupled from the estimation of the dynamics part. Hence the problem
of nonlinearity (fNL(•) and gNL(•)) estimation can be treated as a static
regression problem, which opens up the possibility to use any static function
estimation or regression framework to estimate the nonlinear functions fNL
and gNL.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, a powerful discrete-time nonlinear state space model struc-
ture is introduced to model the nonlinear dynamical systems. The NLSS
model is able to capture the dynamic behavior of the system and is capa-
ble enough to accommodate any nonlinear effect. It has been shown that
this model structure can be initialised very easily. Specifically, in this case
study, two different initialisation schemes were introduced, namely PNLSS
and NLSS2.
The NLSS2 performs relatively well on the validation dataset. It has been
shown that, it is relatively easy to change the basis functions for estimation
of the nonlinearities (nonlinear functions). There are two nonlinearities in
this cascaded tank benchmark: a hard saturation due to the overflow and
square root nonlinearities in the first principles model. Both nonlinearities
can be seen as saturating nonlinearities. The neural networks in the NLSS2
model are better suited than the polynomials in the PNLSS models to model
the saturating behaviour. A potential drawback of the NLSS2 method is its
computational complexity for large datasets, as was observed in [37]. We
would not recommend to use the NLSS2 method in general, but it is a good
option for datasets that are not too large.
PNLSS, PNLSS-I models are a good choice generally for capturing the
dynamics of nonlinear system with relatively low state dimensions due to
combinatorial increase in the number of parameters. Explicit estimation of
initial conditions can easily be done in the PNLSS-I model structure.
A method to obtain the parsimonious representation PNLSS-IDEC of
PNLSS model is proposed to deal with the restriction of the PNLSS model
structure, in terms of rapid increase in the number of parameters with the
increase in the dimension of state-space and inputs. PNLSS-IDEC model can
be seen as the model with a dimensionality reduction step to reduce the
dimensionality of the multivariate nonlinear polynomial function in PNLSS
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and PNLSS-I models. This model structure can be a good choice in cer-
tain cases where dynamic nonlinearities are involved [36]. Finally, promising
results were obtained despite having structural limitations in both model
structures to deal with the influence of process noise present in the cascaded
water-tanks benchmark problem.
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